Use of holographic laser interferometry to study the diffusion of polymers in gels.
The aim of this study was to demonstrate the potential for holographic interferometry to be used for diffusion studies of large molecules in gels. The diffusion and partitioning of BSA (67,000 g/mol) and pullulans (5,900-112,000 g/mol) in agarose gel were investigated. The gel diffusion coefficients obtained for BSA were higher when distilled water was used as a solvent compared to those obtained with 0.1 M NaCl as the solvent. Furthermore, the gel diffusion coefficient increased with increasing BSA concentration. The same trend was found for liquid BSA diffusion coefficients obtained by DLS. BSA partition coefficients obtained at different agarose gel concentrations (2-6%, w/w) decreased slightly with increasing gel concentration. However, all BSA gel diffusion coefficients measured were significantly lower than those in pure solvent and they decreased with increasing agarose concentration. The gel diffusion coefficients obtained for pullulans decreased with increasing pullulan molecular weight. The same effect from increased molecular weight was seen in the liquid diffusion coefficients measured by DLS. The pullulan partition coefficients obtained decreased with increasing molecular weight. However, pullulans with a larger Stokes' radius than BSA had partition coefficients that were higher or approximately the same as BSA. This implied that the pullulan molecules were more flexible than the BSA molecules. The results obtained for BSA in this study agreed well with other experimental studies. In addition, the magnitude of the relative standard deviation was acceptable and in the same range as for many other methods. The results thereby obtained showed that holographic interferometry is a suitable method for studying diffusion of macromolecules in gels.